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The first step is learning about the different kinds of engagement rings in Denver that are available.
Here is your first learning experience. There are many shapes of diamonds that you have to select
from. There is the round diamond, emerald shape, princess diamond, marquise, pear, heart and
cushion, to mention just a few.

The next step you have to consider is how big the diamond will be. Now, honestly speaking, it
depends a lot on how much you're willing or able to spend. Smaller diamonds are of course less
expensive than bigger diamonds. They range in average from a .25 karat to a 12 karat. You really
need to see the diamonds in person to estimate how the diamond would look on your lady's finger.

You'll have to consider your budget when it comes to the size and clarity you're willing to pay for.
Clarity is another word for how clear the stone is made of. It also includes how many imperfections
are in the stone. When we speak of inclusions, we are also speaking of clarity. Clarity is determined
by color, size, number, orientation, location and visibility. Flawless stones are very rare, so lets just
suppose that you will be looking for less than perfect, but still beautiful. Most diamonds range from
around $200 to $25,000. So you now see where your budget will stand when it comes to the size
and clarity of your lady's engagement ring.

When you decide to actually shop for engagement rings in Denver, you'll find that jewelry stores in
Denver CO are jewelers that you can trust. They actually have a lot of fun sharing their vast
knowledge about engagement ring designs with their customers. The jewelers in Denver enjoy
educating their customers so that when they buy engagement rings in Denver, they will be such
happy customers that they'll be back when the time comes to buy the matching wedding ring or that
special anniversary piece of jewelry down the road. You'll find that once you get to know jewelers in
Denver, you'll be treated like family and get to know each jeweler by their first name.

The education on buying engagement rings in Denver will save you both time and money. Your
decisions will be based on expert advice.
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